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Context Augmented Reality (AR) – 
a New Medium- Tremendous changes in media communications,

and the printing and publishing industries 
- rapid digital technology developments

Study design

Participants

A 2×2 within-subject experimental design with two 
independent variables and two levels for each variable:

- Medium: print vs. electronic medium (webpage) 
(AR+/AR-). 
- Augmentation with the smartphone using video clips: 
the presence vs. absence of AR (AR+/AR-).
- A second version for the electronic medium: webpage 
with video, was added.

Conclusions
- AR factor was significant when judging preferences for 
publishing method

- The simple paper version was least preferred and 
rated consistently lower by our participants than other 
methods

- AR enhanced preference and overall experience 
particularly when combined with the stories printed on 
paper, which was revealed by significant interaction 
effects

- Content–related attributes are highly important for the 
overall experience with the published material

- Augmentation of print with electronic information can 
make it one of the most preferred publishing mediums

Future research
- More difficult reading material

- Look at specific elements where AR can be beneficial
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- 32 student participants from different RIT colleges: 16 
female and 16 male participants
- Average age – 23 years old, range -18-29 years old.
- Normal visual acuity and color vision. No reading 
difficulties.

- Combines advantages of print with advantages 
of digital media
- Allows to utilize value of print as a tangible 
object      gital world and the real world
- Enables creation of completely new products 
with novel and original features.
- The world is happening in real time  - fusion of 
current, historical and imaginative information
- Dynamic – reflects geo-location and user interest
- Main emphases are on user experience, 
expanded content and  interactivity. 

Procedure
Each participant:
- viewed five different stories produced using five different publishing 
methods. The story order and story/publishing method combination 
were randomized.
- rated understanding of the content; readability; interestingness; 
overall story liking and publishing method liking using 7-point scales.

No significant effects of AR, Medium, or Platform on interestingness, readability, understanding and story liking.

Multiple regression analysis has shown significant contributions of user preferences for publishing platform and 
content-related attributes (interestingness, readability, understanding and story liking) to the overall experience 
ratings (p<0.04; R2=0.62).

Research Questions
- How do users evaluate their experience with 
different publishing methods, including AR?
- Which method do they prefer?
- Does print matter in novel publishing 
platforms?

Unknowns
- AR is new enough to masses that people are 
interested in it just because it is augmented reality. 
This could wear off very quickly (Craig, 2013).
- Challenges 
     - Cumbersome user experience
     - Fragmented ownership of AR platforms
     - A lack of value-added content
     - Limited research on the applicability and
        effectivenss of AR in publishing        
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